
October 28, 2018 
 
Dear Friends of the Meadow, 
 
The public comment period for the Revised Draft Environmental Report (DEIR) closes this 
Thursday at 5PM. 
  
Please add your voice, or update your prior statement, since only this round of comments will 
be taken into consideration. So far, no effort has been made by the University to alert those 
who previously wrote that their effort will be wasted if they do not resubmit.  
 
Address: Director of Campus Planning, UC Santa Cruz, Physical Planning & 
Construction, 1156 High St, Mailstop: PPDO, Santa Cruz, CA 95064, or via email 
to eircomment@ucsc.edu. 
 
At the two public comment meetings held last week, “Student Housing West” was 
presented with relatively small changes: there is some reduction of building height in the 
massive West Side complex and the number of alternative sites is expanded. The 
dramatic charts claiming increased building costs for each alternative that had been 
presented in earlier meetings were absent. These obviously-inflated estimates had been 
picked apart by skeptical critics, and the University has consistently refused to reveal 
the exact financial assumptions behind them. Thus, the true costs of building on 
alternate sites, and of housing students with families in the early phases of demolition 
and construction, remain obscure.  
 
At the two meetings, a strong majority opposed the project in its current form, especially 
development of the East Meadow. Most refused the false choice, campus stewardship 
or student housing. Sentiment in favor of adding new student beds on campus was 
combined with support for different, less destructive and more reasonable, strategies. 
 
Among the comments, strong statements focused on the threat to flora and fauna 
currently making their home in the grassland. Representatives from the Santa Cruz Bird 
Club introduced the audience to many creatures that inhabit the air-space above the 
meadow., They challenged a tendency to think of the site as a pretty view, or mere 
ground (a “cow patch” in the Chancellor’s unfortunate words, quoted by the LA Times). 
We were reminded of the many uses, by different species, that create a “place,” 
something much more than a “building site.”  
 
A comment by Joanne Brown richly developed this general argument. Its full text, 
submitted to the University, is attached to this email.  
 
A resident of Family Student Housing, Maria Borges, spoke movingly about the 
importance of UCSC respecting the natural environment, for her and especially for her 
children. (Her statement will be posted on the EMAC website next week.) Contrary to 
the impression promoted by the University, a diversity of opinions can be found among 
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those currently living in Family Student Housing, a willingness to consider alternatives to 
occupying the East Meadow.  
 
These very real alternatives--opened for discussion in the June meetings with UCSC 
Trustees and concerned planners described in our 10/11 update—should not be 
brushed aside, as the Revised DEIR does. Many of the critical comments now being 
submitted to the University do take them seriously. EMAC will post a collection of these 
comments, including its own detailed analysis, on its website after the comment period 
closes November 1st. eastmeadowaction.org 
 
In anticipation, we attach to the present message the first two sections of EMAC’s 
comment. 
 
All comments are, by law, public documents. But the University has, through a long 
process, released none. We will probably have to wait until the final EIR is completed in 
December. Then it will be too late for the full range of comments to contribute to 
community discussion before the critical Regents’ meeting in January.  
 
EMAC will be sending out more regular updates and news bulletins this Fall. And we 
are seeking to expand this mailing list, so please forward the present message and 
spread the word. Adding an address to the mailing list can be done quickly on the 
website: in the “Take Action” menu (“Get Updates”). 
 
Thanks for your concern and support, 
 
East Meadow Action Committee 
 
 
 
 
 

 


